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into the current perspectives of the SWP and gives invaluable and detailed
information about the organisation's activities in three important public
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and Sussex Constabularies, viz the present pickets in Brixton, the National
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to Work' march to Brighton on 10-10-80.
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SUBJECT  

Reference to Papers

Socialist
Workers Party

ref. ho0/en/5

14.1.P -75-9190S/20M (2) L130-3

METROPOLITAN POLICE

SPECIAL BRANCH

12th

1. The following information has been received from a
reliable source:-

2. "On Saturday 9 August, 1980, between 1.30pm and
4.34m, at Friends Meeting House, Euston Road, London NW1
the Socialist Workers Party held a half-day conference for
branch secret ries and leading cadres within the London area,
to formulate Party perspectives and activities during the
next three onths. The chairperson for the afternoon was

I Privacy 1 the '1980 Tj ork March' organiser and
---LTVII-tEme party worker, and fifty-three persons were present.

3. Pdvacy :welcomed all those who had taken the trouble
to attend and explained that the agenda had been kept as
brief as possible, the items for discussion being as follows:-

1. Picket at Brixton 'Dole Office'

2. Building the Socialist Workers Party

3. The Right to Work March

L. Picket of the Conservative Party Conference
in Brighton on 10 October, 1980

5. Anti-Nazi League and West Midlands demonstration
on 17 August 1980.

In order to deal with the business expeditiously, he informed
the members that no interruptions would be tolerated during
the principal speeches, there being ad,équate time allowed
for argument, discussion and contrib ions from the floor
between the specific items qf_.lhe_._ag_adat Then without
further delay he introduced! _Privacy 1 a member of the
Brixton Branch of the Party,..to brig the conference up to
date with the situation regarding the !_warkulace victimisation'
of himself and t Privacy lat thei._P c_y_.1'dole office'
which had resulted in their dismissal.

4. LPrivacy j a somewhat obese and ?.onuanions_individual,
lost no time in explaining that he andL Privacy 1 had
been the victims of a concerted attack by senior officials
at the Privacy i'dole office' where they worked, this
situation-Eilianating in both persons being dismissed. The
Civil and Public Servicol Association (of whichlydvaajwas
a local shop-steward) had fought the issue, although to date
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with little success, and the final appeal to the Civil
Service Commission will take place on this coming Wednesday
13 August 1980. In view of this, it was felt that maximum
effort should be directed towards the long—standing morning
pickets outside the 'dole office', in particular at 7am
on Wednesday 13 August 1980, in a last—ditch effort to
reverse the decision to dismiss the two men.

5. With regard to the pickets so far, 1 Privacy Istated
that the response from individual members a' ii-cr-±1;ia union
groups had been excellent, particularly when the local
police had deliberately attempted to break up the picket
line by claiming that those concerned were not picketing
lawfully but creating a 'mass demonstration' situation,
thus allowing police action outside the normal scope of
laws dealing with industrial disputes. It was his view
(also shared by the Central Committee as a whole) that this
specific confrontation had been used for the past month as
a 'test—bed' for the proposed 'anti—union legislation'
concerning picketing which the Conservative Government
intended to invoke in the near future.

6. The current situation regarding this dis ute having
been outlined, LPdvacyithen introduced Phil MARii,Eer, a
member of the Central Committee with specific\-4responsibility

industrial base within the public sector, to
explain the action planned for Wednesday 13 August 1980,
He impressed on all present that it was imperative for
every_member of the Party in London to attend at 7am on the
Wednesday morning and stated that it was incumbent on all
branch and district secretaries to ensure that the 'all—London
mobilisation' was a certainty and not a possibility. It
was his belief that the presence of three of four hundred
persons at the picket line would totally overpower the
police presence and for the first time present the organisation
with a real chance of preventing the 'scab workers' from
entering the 'dole office', in addition to providing
security against arrest by sheer weight of numbers. There
then followed a very short discussion on the feasibility of
individual branches calling the required support, the
general feeling being that although difficult, most
branches would attempt to concur with the direction.

7. The meeting then moved to the next it on the
agenda and the chairperson introduced Toly_Cf _pp,, a member
of the Central Committee and leading -party ̀ tactician, to
speak on the subject of building the Socialist Workers Party
throughout the coming period.

OOP/0 41 0
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8. CLIFF opened by explaining that it was essential for

the party membership to realise that the working class had,

during the past five years, experienced a total 'downturn'

in its level of struggle and this factor had made it

increasingly important for the Socialist Workers Party to

relate to this phenomenon in an effort to build the

revolutionary socialist alternative. By way of illustration

he delineated the many experiences of European revolut
ionary

groups during this century and in particular their f
ailure

to seize opportunities for development and maintaining
 a

viable membership above crucial success level, direc
tly

resulting in their total evaporation as revolutionary

organisations. Thus, it was central to the party programme

that the Socialist Workers Party should adopt a 
totally

objective view to every situation existing outsid
e the

immediate sphere of the party itself and make p
ositive attempts

to relate to all struggles amongst the working cl
ass and

industrial bases on which a solid periphery could be
 built.

9. It was his view that at the present time there was

no 'national industrial issue' of any significance a
round

which the party could project a consolidated focus a
nd

intervene as a mobilising force, therefore the membe
rship

should concentrate on developing the smaller in
dustrial

struggles amongst the working class in genera
l, in this

way producing a considerable number of localise
d peripheral

groups. The current political climate with regard to

union support and intervention on behalf of s
hop-floor

workers was not geared to fighting dismissals, r
edundancies

or closures and the rank and file party me
mbership should

be aware that whilst there are still struggles 
by groups

of workers up and down the country, at the pr
esent time

nearly all the workers are being defeated by 
the evils of

despotic management with government suppor
t and collusion

by full-time union officials at high levels.

10. A principal feature of party building has alway
s

been the recruiting of members from among those
 in industrial

disputes. CLIFF urged all present to maintain these

activities. There was no easy path to success, but more

a hard slog by continually selling 'Socialist 
Workers',

visiting the new contacts made as a result of f
actory

visits on a regular basis, giving totally com
mitted support

to workers who were on strike either financia
lly or morally

and by these activities eventually building l
ocal party

units to a level of tangible activity and cre
dibility.
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11. Whilst apparently accepting the absence of a
'total national focus' on which tobase tactics and
activities, CLIFF nevertheless felt that there existed
many smaller issues such as the 'Defend Our Unions
Campaign', the 'Right to Work Campaign', the picket against
the 'Tory Conference' on 10 October 1980, anti-fascist
demonstrations and the many isolated fights for union
recognition and against redundancies around which the
Party could orchestrate an inter-related network of
interventions and thus build in a smaller, but more
concerted manner, for the future. The theme had to be
'small is beautiful' and only in this way could a relatively
small revolutionary party such as the Socialist Workers
Party (CLIFF felt that anyone who considered that 4,000
members out of a population of 53 million was large, must
be mad) make any impact in the field of working class
politics.

12. Having dealt with the problems of the organisation
on a 'nationalised' scale, he then moved on to what he
considered the next item of major significance - the
programme for branch recruitment and maintenance of local
party units, whether as geographical branches or workplace
groups. The Central Committee were of the opinion that
it was imperative for individual branches to realire that
their function was two-fold - initially to recruit
members and develop a wide periphery and then, having
achieved that objective, to maintain the level of
membership and commitment whilst ensuring that those trapped
in the revolutionary socialist web did not escape. This
latter aspect was of particular irTortanc hn.o.ne
dandidered-tha revolutionary socialists were in fact human
beings with feelings and sentiments who were subject to
the stresses and strains imposed by continually propounding
socialist propaganda on a concentrated daily basis outside
factories and at meetings in the evenings. It therefore
followed that many fell by the wayside as a result of
the 'disillusionment' of selling only two 'Socialist
Workers' despite having stood in the pouring rain for two
hours outside a factory or in a busy shopping centre,
perhaps even being abused by the more right-wing (average ?)
members of the populace whom they approached. It was
therefore incumbent upon the leading cadres within the
branches to monitor the activities and attendance of new
comrades, any absence from normal meetings being followed
up with a personal visit to ascertain the reason and bring
the miscreant back to the fold. Much of the interest
could be maintained by an interesting programme of branch
activities, a variety of speakers at weekly meetings and
a development of the 'social aspect', thus dispensing
with the boredom of continual business meetings which tended
to disparage new members.

MPS-0729029-6
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13. CLIFF's final point dealt with the manner in which

party Members approached pickets and other workers in

struggle when making an initial intervention. The many

experiences of the Party during the past years, whether

during the firemen's strike, the steelworkers' strike or

smaller issues such as the 'Chix dispute', had revealed

that there was little point in making an initial approach

under the guise of the 'Right to Work Campaign' or
similar cover and then, when credibility had later been

established, attempting to recruit any contacts to the

Party and having to explain why the original approach was

made 'under false pretences'. Thus, it was essential that

the party membership developed confidence in the politics

of revolutionary socialism and overtly concentrated on

building the sales of 'Socialist Workers' as an organ for

giving needed confidence to workers in struggle, whilst

arguing their politcr, as declared members of the Socialist

Workers Party. Only in this way could the rank and file

base be constructed in a solid manner amongst the working

class of Britain and the Party develop as a viable
revolutionary socialist alternative.

14. 1 Privacy__ _ _;then introduced a general discussion

on the problems faced by the branches represented in
relation to party building and associated topics, but
the few contributions covered no new ground and merely

served as collateral for the content of CLIFF's diatribe.
15. The next item on the/agenda dealt with the 'Right

to Work March' and Jphn_DEAOIN, the National Secretary

for the '1980 Right to Worlinarch' and a member of the

Central Committee; took little time in launching into an

explanatory dissertation on the many organisational
problems facing this year's march organisers and, in
particular, the specific relevance of the '1980 Right to

Work March' to current industrial struggles and unemployment.
16. To the obvious relief of all present he decided
not to reiterate those sections of CLIFF's talk dealing with

the need for integrating party activities towards 'workers'

struggle' but concentrated on the manner in which the
'1980 Right to Work March' and ensuing picket of the 'Tory

Party Conference' in Brighton on 10 October 1980 should
be used as a focal point for bridging the gap between
revolutionary socialism, rank and file workers and the
lower echelons of the trade union bureaucracy. Principally

he believed that the main political focus should be
concentrated on unemployment and the direct responsibility

of the Conservative Government for the spiralling unemployment

figures, this presenting a magnificent basis for a united,

broad-front platform. In this way it would be possible
to involve local trade union branches, trades councils,
cuts committees and even Communist Party branches in a
concentrated support novement_jpr the march itself.M.P.-68-81E183/30M
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17. The necessity for a united-front campaign was
absolutely crucial due to the 'downturn' in workers! struggle
during the past few years which had produced a current
situation when even the miners, who were likely to be in
dispute over pay and conditions during the autumn, felt
that they did not have the 'union muscle' to deal with
the current 'Tory' adminstration and embargo on pay deals
as they had in 1974 when the 'Heath Government' was
brought to its knees. Thus the rank and file trade
unionists were in a state of despondency and only an
orchestrated campaign of reunification could bring the
mass of workers to believe that they still had the
power to fight the present government and defeat its
policies regarding union control and unemployment. It was
for this reason that the '1980 Right to Work March' was
of prime importance to the Party.

18. In order to regroup the rank and file workers
against the union bureaucracy, it was therefore necessary
for party branches to concentrate their efforts on local
union branches, through the offices of the shop stewards
committees and convenors, to obtain sponsorships and
donations, then having achieved this initial foothold .
pushing the union concerned to obtain sponsorships and
donations at district executive and national levels (this
particular scheme having already been successfully
waged in the Fire Brigades Union). By this 'snowballing'
method of gathering monetary sponsorship and support, it
would then be possible to create a firm base amongst
the trade union movement to 'pull off' a small delegation
and_demonstration at the Trades Union Congress in Brighton
during SeiXalier at-which-it. would be possible to demand
full support for the march on the 'Tory! conference_from
the TUC itself.

19. With regard to the '1980 Right to Work March',
DEASON then moved on to deal with the specific responsibility
of the London membership of the Socialist Workers Party
for making the campaign a resounding success. From a
financial point of view, the march was becoming a viable
proposition with donations and sponsorships arriving on
a daily basis from trade union branches and other left-
wing bodies throughout the country. However, considerable
efforts were necessary during the remaining six weeks
before the commencement of the march in Port Talbot on
Saturday 20 September 1980 to raise the remainder of the
£10,000 which would be required to cover the costs of
food, transport and other ancillaries for the pmtected
150 unemployed marchers during their three week trek to
Brighton. It was also essential at this particular time
to increase the amount of work around the 'dole queues',
recruiting persons willing to take part in the march
itself and obtaining the names and addresses of others
who could later be persuaded to travel to Brighton on

MPS-0729029/8
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M.P.-88-81083/30M

10 October to attend the picket of the 'Tory' Conference.
Whilst appreciating the presence of the summer holiday
period, the Central Committee felt that the membership
would rise to the occasion and provide the necessary
financial and physical support to make the march and picket
successful.

20. There then followed a series of reports from the
branches represented, detailing the extent of their
activities in relation to visiting factories and obtaining
trade union sponsorships (the majority being pitifully
inadequate) and a discussion on how to increase the efficiency
of the final stages of the projec When this was complete,
the chairperson introduced Paul LB , a linember of_the
Central Committee. with specif c responsibility for the
Right to Work March and Anti-1 zi League, to deal with the
picket of the 'Tory Conference' and associated rally in
Brighton on the 10 October 1980.

21. ROLBOROW informed the meeting that the events in
Brighton on 10 October 1980 would take the form of three
specific activities. Initially, the obvious focus would
be the arrival in the town of the '1980 Right to Work
March' after its three week journey from Port Talbot in
South Wales. The marchers would then join with other
unemployed persons, trade union delegations and Socialist
Workers Party members for the major event of the day - a mass
picket of the Conservative Party Annual Conference at the
Conference Centre in Brighton, before marching to 'The
Dome' for a rally with prominent guest speakers from a
wide spectrum of political organisations.

22. Having generally outlined the day's programme, he
then moved to the finer points of the operation and specifically,
the responsibilities of the London membership in that
direction. The Central Committee felt that there was little
doubt, with the correct approach, that it would be possible
to assemble at least four thousand people in the town for
the mass picket and demonstration odside the 'Tory
Conference' and this was to be the central point of the day
around which all the Party's efforts were to focus suitably
screened by the arrival of the '1980 Right to Work March'
in the town. Already, local trades councils, party branches
and trade union branches throughout the country were arranging
coaches to ferry people to Brighton for the event to swell
the ranks of/actual march (hoped to be at least four
hundred people for the final stages) as it arrived in
Brighton. Whilst the majority of the participants would
arrive in coaches from districts throughout the country, it
had been decided to charter a 'special train' from British
Rail (Southern Region) to transport the Socialist Workers
Party members and periphery from the London area and in
fact, HOLBOROW decreed at the meeting that it was essential
for all London personnel to use the charter train and not
make any alternative arrangements for coaches. Th reasons

for this were twofold:- MPS-0729°2
MPS-0729029/9
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a) It was
 predicted 

that at lea
st a thousa

nd

people cou
ld be cramm

ed onto the
 train, thu

s

posing a c
onsiderabl

e problem t
o the polic

e

in Brighto
n should t

hey wish to
 divert or

harass the 
demonstrat

ors and

b) by over
selling the

 number of
 tickets fo

r

the train (
the charte

r train act
ually

contains on
ly 800 seat

s ), the Pa
rty would

be able to
 make a pro

fit to disb
urse other

costs.

Thus having
 amassed t

he marcher
s and demon

strators in

Brighton, 
it was inte

nded to pi
cket the 'T

ory Confer
ence'

with consi
derable for

ce, if pos
sible actua

lly enteri
ng

the buildin
g and conf

ronting lea
ding minis

ters. This

course of a
ction would

 only be p
ossible, h

owever, if

the Party 
succeeded i

n gatherin
g a suffic

ient demons
tration

outside th
e building 

to give th
e police c

oncerned '
more

than they 
could hand

le'. Therefore,
 it was th

e

responsibi
lity of the

 London are
a to ensure

 that all t
he

tickets fo
r the trai

n were sold
 at least t

hree weeks

before the
 10 October

, thus allo
wing the fu

ll hire

charge to b
e paid on 

time and e
nsuring tha

t at least

a thousand
 people arr

ived in the
 Brighton 

area on ti
me.

23. HOLBOROW t
hen transf

erred his a
ttention t

o the

more mundan
e organisa

tional aspe
cts of the 

campaign,

impressing
 the confer

ence that i
t was the r

esponsibil
ity

of the Lon
don Sociali

st Workers
 Party to 

lead the

mobilisatio
n and crea

te a growi
ng awarene

ss of the 
'

results a 
successful 

demonstrat
ion could a

chieve. In

line with 
the necess

ity to spre
ad the info

rmation on

the picket
, the Socia

list Worke
rs Party ha

d mass

produced l
eaflets sp

ecifically
 appealing 

to women, 
blacks

and the you
th movemen

t and these
 would shor

tly be

distributed
 to the Lo

ndon distri
cts for use

 at paper

sales, meet
ings, fact

ory visits 
and every 

other

conceivable
 party act

ivity.

24. Once again
, there fol

lowed a per
iod of disc

ussion

which relat
ed in the 

main to the
 petty loca

lised prob
lems

'concerning
 the motiv

ation of th
e membershi

p and the

difficulti
es of conce

rted activ
ity whilst

 members we
re

,on_hgliday
. Once these

 issues had
 all been r

esolved,

Lefiypcx_:a
nnounced th

e final ite
m on the ag

enda and ca
lled

Paul HOLBO
ROW to dea

l with the 
perspectiv

es concern
ing

the Anti-N
azi League

 and, in p
articular,

 the demon
stration

against th
e National

 Front in t
he West Mi

dlands on

Sunday 17 
August 1980

.

OS.1
0..
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25. HOLBOROW reminded those present that there had been
a considerable reduction in anti-fascist activity undertaken
by the Party during the past two years following the demise
of the National Front in 1977/78 and a shift in emphasis by
the Party itself towards the 'industrial perspective', a
situation which the Central Committee admitted it had not
checked and for which it bore some responsibility. However,
during recent months circumstances had changed and there
was now a desperate need to immediately revitalise the
Anti-Nazi League and its considerable periphery, in
particular the local ANL branches which had flourished at
the time of the Carnivals and Brick Lane confrontations,
in an attempt to stem the renewed outbreaks of fascist
activity in the Midlands and London.

26. He then explained that a split had occured in the
ranks of the National Front resulting in John TYNDALL
gaining control of the main section of the organisation
and forming a revampad_groun_around his particular militaristic
ideals, whilstL Privacy _;had managed to reorganise
the remainder into another 'sect' of the National Front
and, in an attempt to regain some of his previous status,
had organised a march through the immigrant areas of West
Bromwich on Sunday 17 August 1980 under the slogan
'British jobs for British workers'. However, the local
police in collaboration with the Home Secretary had
effectively banned all political demonstrations and processions
in West Bromwich on the day in question and prevented
[l if from marching with his cronies.

27. This was not the end of the matter, however, as
information had ,been received by the Central Committee to
the effect that:Pdvacy:still intends to go ahead with his
plans to hold a‘lEardh-,--although using as his target either
Walsall or Wolverhampton. In any event, HOLBOROW insisted
that all branches and districts of the Socialist Workers
Party should continue to treat the event as a 'full
mobilisation' and make arrangements to transport as many
members and contacts as possible to the West Midlands on
Sunday 17 August 1980 for the specific purpose of preventing
the National Front from marching by any means necessary.
Coaches should be arranged, local Anti-Nazi League contacts
visited and an many people as possible cajoled into making
the trip on the day in question . I n order to place the
day on an organised footing, one delegate from every coach
should attend a stewards meeting to be held at 'The Roebuck'
public house, Tottenham Court Road, London WC1 at 6.30pm
on Friday 15 August 1980. It was expected that the Central
Committee would be aware of the actual venue of the march
on Thursday of this coming week (14.8.80).

MPS-0729029-11
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28. In conclusion, HOLBOROW suggested that all branches
should appoint one person to the specific task of
reorganising local Anti-Nazi League activities and meetings
as it was likely that there would be an increasing need
for this type of mobilisation and similar activities if
the National Front persisted in their current programme
of 'racist' violence and harassment.

29. There then followed a half hour period of general
discussion, at the end of which i Privacy : summed up
the principal issues which had teen raised-before declaring
the conference closed at 4.30pm.

30. The following persons were amongst those present
at the conference:-

Colin CLARK

Tony CLIFF

Privacy

John DEASON

Privacy

Phil MARFL=i

Privacy

---)

000/041.
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. .. .. .. Pdvacy

. ,

...."/
Chanie ROSENBERG

Balwinder SING LI

Privacy
!

Steve WRIGHT

31. Other persons mentioned in this report;—

L._
Privacy

Paul HOLBOROWt„,---

John TYNDALL

Pdvacy

-

CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT
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